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Update Separate to the Questions:

Below is a section quoted directly from our recent blog post, which outlines our plans and
goals for SmartBCH.

SmartBCH Liability Transfer

We are in advanced discussions (finalizing matters) with a group that wants to restore the
bridge and take over the SmartBCH obligations. We aim to finalize and sign an agreement
with this group as soon as possible.

This may conclude before the depositor vote, before the completion of restructuring, or post
the completion of restructuring.

SmartBCH Community Q&A

1. Do you consider all sBCH token holders to be CoinFLEX users?

All sBCH are converted through CoinFLEX – either directly or indirectly. All sBCH token
holders are either CoinFLEX users directly or they obtained sBCH through someone (a
bridge or another user) who is considered a CoinFLEX user. This is in many ways similar to
USDC or any other stablecoin where a USDC holder might not be a Circle.com user directly,
but the stability of their USDC is tied to Circle. This is why SmartBCH needs a decentralized
bridge, so that the sBCH are not tied to any centralized exchange, such as CoinFLEX. That’s
the outcome we’d like to see happen.

2. Do you consider all sBCH token holders entitled to the locked BCH?

We see sBCH holders entitled to the same outcome as all CoinFLEX users, who will be
receiving rvUSD, FLEX, and shares in CoinFLEX upon the completion of a vote from
depositors, which anyone with sBCH will be able to participate in. We are separately
interested in a resolution that restores the bridge’s 1:1 backing and 1:1 redeemability without
the need for sBCH to receive the CoinFLEX Composite (rvUSD, shares, and FLEX Coin)
and are engaged in conversations with parties who can help facilitate this. We are
encouraged by these efforts, such as the BODAO.

3. When the bridge was created, how did CoinFLEX classify these coins? Were they
on CoinFLEX’s balance sheet from the start?

They were always classified the same as customer assets, but segregated for the purposes
of security and auditability of the bridge.

https://coinflex.com/blog/coinflexs-next-steps/
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4. Can you discuss the protective measures you put in place for sBCH when created?
(Example: You mentioned before it launched that it would be protected if the CEO died
– how would sBCH be protected?)

SmartBCH Bridge funds are held in a wallet protected by secure multi-party computation
cryptography (MPC-CMP; same as all client funds on CoinFLEX), such that if any member of
the team died - the funds would be recoverable.

5. It sounds like there was not a legal written contract created when sBCH bridge was
agreed to be hosted on CoinFLEX. Can you confirm this? If there was, can it be
published?

Confirmed, there was no legal agreement.

6. If the above (#5) is true and no contract was created, can you give us an idea of
how the conversation went?

a. Was there any discussion about bridge funds being under CoinFLEX's
assets?

b. Did Dr. Kui Wang ask for any specific measures to be put in place?

c. As a business you must have created some sort of contract
/information/documentation regarding the bridge... Is this something
that can be released?

These are great questions, but shouldn’t be answered solely by CoinFLEX, as they involve
Kui Wang / the smartBCH team as well.

7. Mark has stated multiple times that when Kui’s team is ready the keys for the BCH
bridge would be handed over - is this still true?

a. Can a contract be created between CoinFLEX and Dr. Kui Wang to
ensure this?

b. What law is preventing you from handing the key over to Kui today?

There are two components to this: one is the BCH backing the SmartBCH bridge, which we
have to treat the same as other depositors on CoinFLEX and cannot just hand over. The
other component is the sBCH coins that were sent to us – we would be happy to hand over
if, for example, the BODAO (or otherwise) is able to take over the liabilities to the SmartBCH
community.
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8. If CoinFLEX files for bankruptcy how will this impact the locked BCH?

CoinFLEX is not going to be filing for liquidation. That would drag out the recovery process
and be an outcome that’s universally bad for depositors and sBCH holders.

9. If the bridge is removed from CoinFLEX, will users that hold FlexUSD on sBCH still
be able to redeem with CoinFLEX? (Assuming CoinFLEX is operational)

Yes, they would.

10. When users logged into CoinFLEX with MetaMask they agreed to the TOS. Where
in the TOS does it point to all BCH funds deposited to the bridge becoming CoinFLEX
assets?

The Terms of Service (TOS) refers to deposits and withdrawals of all kinds, including for the
purpose of bridging sBCH.

11. 8 months ago Mark's Reddit comment specifically states the burned gas fees (in
BCH) do not belong to them and they are “merely a custodian of this whole
operation”.

a. What changed?

Nothing. We’re a custodian of all client funds, including the funds backing sBCH. We (as a
custodian) failed with respect to trusting a customer’s ability and integrity on honoring a
margin agreement and, as a result of that trust being broken, have issues honoring the
balances in our custody on the spot side, flexUSD side and smartBCH side.

b. Can you confirm all gas fees needing to be burned have been burned and
are still not owned by CoinFLEX?

Fees up to March 10th have been burned, and we will be reconciling the remaining
burn prior to either the deal resolving the bridge or any other outcome for the sBCH bridge.

c. What makes it so that CoinFLEX does not own these burned BCH and how is
it different than locked BCH? (Contract vs. Word of mouth with Kui Wang?)

It’s the same. The fees being burned is part of our commitment to the SmartBCH community.

12. Regarding being a custodian:

a. Would you agree the definition of a custodian in finance is someone who holds
customers securities for safekeeping?

Yes.
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b. Can CoinFLEX sell/liquidate custodian assets? Is there a TOS agreement that states
this? If no TOS, is there a law in the jurisdiction CoinFLEX is registered with that
states this?

We haven’t liquidated/sold customers’ crypto assets yet. The only liquidations so far have
been from accounts that do not meet margin requirements. There have not been liquidations
with respect to customers' ETH, BTC, BCH, etc. at this point in time.

13. Is SmartBCH a registered CoinFLEX trademark?

No.

14. Mark stated when using MetaMask to use the bridge it was not a CoinFLEX
account – so are funds locked because users agreed to TOS or was Mark’s initial
statement incorrect and MetaMask login is now considered a CoinFLEX account?

MetaMask logins are just another way to create a CoinFLEX account. Whether you use an
email address or MetaMask to create your account, it’s still a CoinFLEX account.

15. How is CoinFLEX keeping sBCH users represented?

We are allocating a board seat to a representative of the SmartBCH community. We have
not had any volunteers for this board seat so far, but are eager to find a suitable candidate to
represent the interests of SmartBCH holders and users on CoinFLEX’s board.

a. It was stated by CoinFLEX that the ‘SmartBCH Foundation’ would be
representing sBCH users. The ‘SmartBCH Foundation’ has stated they do not
represent all sBCH users. Does CoinFLEX have a response?

As far as we know, there are multiple groups representing the interests of SmartBCH holders
– the Foundation being one of them and BODAO being the other (with both being completely
separate groups). We are speaking with everyone (including individuals, foundations, and
DAOs) who have an interest in SmartBCH and an interest in dialoguing with us about a
solution.

b. If CoinFLEX is appointing some party to represent sBCH users, will all
recommendations from that party be released?

Yes, we’re appointing a board member to represent sBCH users. Whether the board notes
are published will be a point of discussion at a later meeting, but we’re eager to work with
our soon-to-be shareholders (customers and depositors) and stakeholders of all kinds.

c. How will this representative be selected?

Board members will be appointed by shareholder vote.
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16. When going from Mainchain to sBCH, was this classified as a 'trade' on
CoinFLEX?

No.

17. Does using the bridge and going from BCH to sBCH cause a "trade" on
CoinFLEX?

No.

18. The locked BCH for the bridge has always been in a custodial wallet that does not
co-mingle with other CoinFLEX assets. Is this correct?

Yes.

19. If 18. is incorrect, which TOS in particular permits you to commingle the smartBCH
funds with other deposits?

N/A.

20. TOS 4.9 states “We may suspend any deposit or withdrawal instruction without
stating a reason.”

Is this the rule you are using to lock smartBCH funds?

No, we’ve clearly stated the reasons. That rule (4.9) is mostly related to individual accounts
and pertaining to AML/KYC/CTF risks or hacking/attack risks, not the current situation.

21. T.O.S 4.10 states “You acknowledge that deposited and traded Cryptocurrency
may be co-mingled with those of other Customers of CoinFLEX in the Client
Account.”

Does this definition require funds to be deposited and also traded to allow for
co-mingling?

No this is related to pooled wallet management, for example if User A deposits 1 BCH to
their deposit address and User B deposits 100 BCH to their deposit address, we will
periodically sweep these funds into other addresses, which might be either other cold
storage addresses or our hot wallet address. This is commingling of funds because we are
not keeping all funds belonging to a user at the same address they deposited to. This is how
every centralized exchange operates.
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22. Other bridges exist besides CoinFLEX (Spicebot, Hybrix, Bolivar, etc) that allow
users (including USA citizens) to buy CoinFLEX-backed sBCH.

Due to the Bolivar bridge allowing USA citizens to buy large sums of sBCH, how will
CoinFLEX handle the debt owed to those users if the CoinFLEX bridge comes back
up?

US users would need to either redeem through CoinFLEX.US, or if CoinFLEX.US is unable
to do so, CoinFLEX would either create a separate portal or work with other bridges to
enable US users to convert.

23. If the CoinFLEX bridge becomes operational again will you allow users to redeem
their sBCH:BCH without KYC?

If the CoinFLEX bridge becomes operational again, we will continue operating with the same
KYC policies as we have been in the past. Any changes to KYC policies will require
advanced notice to users.

24. If the sBCH community starts minting new coins (not done by CoinFLEX)

a. Will CoinFLEX follow the community chain?

We would like to cooperate with the sBCH community on whatever solution they create
towards this problem, to the best extent of our ability to cooperate. This suggestion isn’t fully
developed, so we can’t speak to whether it’s something we’d be able to do or not. Our
interest would be in helping to facilitate the interests of the sBCH community, a community
for which we’re extremely grateful.

b. How will this impact CoinFLEX and its sBCH users?

To be determined.

25. How must you legally treat bridged custodial coins in this situation (Please refer to
FatMan’s questions in the CF chat)

a. What is the legal term for this situation? (Since you have not filed for
bankruptcy)

Seychelles IBC Restructuring is the legal situation we are in presently.

b. Why is there a legal obligation to dip into bridge funds and give it to
depositors?

We are legally obligated to treat all depositors (traders on the exchange, flexUSD holders,
sBCH holders) equally. This is also part of the mandate of the Seychelles restructuring
process.
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c. What is the legal reason/term causing you to socialize the loss between
several sets of segregated funds?

A lack of ability to honor withdrawals 1:1 in the normal course of ordinary business.

26. If you were to redo the bridge, what measure would you put in place to protect it
from this exact situation from happening?

Separate out the bridge custody and operations legally into a Trust or separate entity that is
not tied with CoinFLEX.

Regarding the Audit from 13 March 2022

1. Who was the audit company?

Armanino LLP. However this was not in relation to a specific audit, but in preparation for
making use of their “Real Time Attest” product (for more on this, click here) which we were
preparing to use for flexUSD, to show attestations in real time of the funds backing flexUSD.

As part of that, we moved the bridge funds to a new address in a different workspace within
Fireblocks. This did not legally separate the bridge funds, but did enable Armanino to do
more integration work needed to build out the real time attest product’s integration. That
integration was put on pause after the withdrawal halt.

2. Who is the contact person in this company?

Giving out the name of contact persons at an auditing firm is non-standard and not
something we will do here.

3. What was this audit for?

See question 1.

4. Why did our bridge’s coins have to move for the audit?

See question 1.

5. Did the bridge’s coins move into CoinFLEX custody on this given audit date?

They were in CoinFLEX’s custody prior to the date and simply moved to another address
within CoinFLEX’s custody on that date.

6. Will the audit be published?

No. See question 1.

https://www.armaninollp.com/software/trustexplorer/real-time-attest/
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7. Who holds the key(s) to the new address for the smartBCH funds?

Same keyholders. CoinFLEX is holding the keys.

8. Are the keys behind a multisig?

They are protected by multi-layer technology that combines the latest breakthroughs in
MPC-CMP cryptography with hardware isolation and utilizing SGX enclave encryption.


